Central Idea: Self-discovery affects relationships with others.
Key Concepts: Perspective, Connection, Responsibility
Related Concepts: Culture, Diversity, Ethnicity, Community, Beliefs, Values
Lines of Inquiry: How culture shapes your behavior; How to be part of a community Self-discovery

Central Idea: A community's reverence for its own culture provides an insight into the history and values of the community.
Key Concepts: Perspective, Change, Connection
Related Concepts: Progress, Community, Innovation, History
Lines of Inquiry: Indigenous people of Mesoamerica; Art, agricultural, and math systems
Art: how jewelry was made and why (make our own to reflect our culture)

Central Idea: Past social inequalities affect present day social systems.
Key Concepts: Perspective, Connection, Change
Related Concepts: Systems
Lines of Inquiry: Unchallenged human made systems
Connection or oppression of social groups
Analyzing DEI in character representation in classic literature
Elements of a biography
Contributions to world by Black/African American community

Central Idea: Conservation and maintenance/manipulation of our earth’s resources affect the natural world.
Key Concepts: Responsibility, Causation, Connection
Related Concepts: Consequences, Culture
Lines of Inquiry: Life cycles of plants and butterflies
How humans today affect the natural world
How native tribes affected the land
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